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Abstract: Search engine is used to retrieve data from the web in response to user’s queries. Web mining is a 

technique of data mining, which is used to discover data from the web documents. With the help of Web mining, 

the user obtains the required information accurately. Web mining is categorized into three types: web content 

mining, web structure mining and web usage mining. In this paper, difference of three categories of web mining 

and comparison of web mining and data mining is also presented. Data mining helps to extract data from 

database, whereas data is extracted from web in web mining. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

As the World Wide Web is very enormous and contain all sort of information. With the growing information needs and 

sources, it becomes necessary to manage the information and to display most relevant information to the user screen 

through search engine. 

Users extract information from www with the use of search engine as information retrieval tool. Commonly used search 

engines are Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc. They index, download and store billions of web pages, and act as content 

aggregators because they keep every record of web pages available on the WWW [1]. 

 

Figure 1: Concept of search engine [1] 

There are primary two kinds of search services available on the internet [2]: 

A. Organic Search Engine: To index websites into large database, automated programs known as “spiders” or “robots” 

are used. Spider index entire website when user submits page to organic search engine. Examples are Google, MSN, 

Yahoo, etc. 

B.  Search Directories: It include list of categories reviewed by human that rely on site owner’s submission. It’s all 

reviewer responsibility to describe the site in what text. Examples include Open Directory (Google Directory), Yahoo 

Directory, Look smart and others. 
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II.     OVERVIEW OF SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) technique is a part of Search Engine Marketing (SEM), to increase the traffic to 

websites. It helps the spider program to find the relevant webpage and provide it higher rank on the web, by analyzing the 

webpage content, keywords and webpage code [3]. 

III.     EVOLUTION OF WEB MINING 

Web Mining process began when the business data started storing on computers and internet and continued with 

improvements in data access, and with use of WWW. Data is collected from various sources like surveys, networked 

locations through the use of computers, and used as required [7].  

Web mining is a revolutionary process, and the user gets the answer quickly and accurately. The evolution of web mining 

is shown below in table 1: 

Table I: Evolution of web mining [7]

Evolutionary Steps Technologies  Product Providers Business Need Characteristics  

1960s 

Data Collection 

Computers, disks 

and tapes 

CDC, IBM To know total 

revenue in last years 

Delivery of static 

data 

1980s 

Data Access 

SQL, RDBMS, 

ODBC 

Oracle, IBM , 

Sybase, Microsoft 

To know about unit 

sales 

Dynamic data 

delivery  

1990 

Data Warehousing 

and Decision 

Support 

Multi-dimensional 

database, data 

warehouses, On-

Line Analytic 

Processing 

Microstrategy, 

Arbor, Congnos, 

Pilot 

To know about unit 

sale and also to take 

decision on it 

Dynamic data 

delivery at multiple 

levels 

2000s 

Data Mining 

Multiprocessor 

computers, advanced 

algorithms,  Massive 

databases 

IBM, SGI, Pilot, 

Lockheed 

What to do with data 

and why 

Prospective 

information delivery 

Emerging Today 

Web Mining 

WWW, Internet, 

monumental scale 

database, learning 

technology like 

supervised like rule 

generalization and 

unsupervised like 

pattern mining 

IBM, Web Trends, 

Net Genesis, 

Rockware, Apecto 

Limited, Heckyl 

Technologies 

To know about 

business in past or 

future  

Affordable tool to 

mine large data 

warehouse and 

relational databases 

efficiently and fast 

using multiple 

mining functions, 

Powerful 

Web Mining is a data mining technique that helps to extract or discovers information from the web documents. Web data 

can be in the form of web pages like text and images, inter-page structure i.e. linkage structure between web pages, intra 

page structure i.e. include XML or HTML tags and about the usage of data on the internet [5]. 

IV.     WEB MINING PROCESS 

The process of extracting knowledge from web is as follows [4]: 

 

Figure 2: Web Mining Process [4] 
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In Web mining, data mining is used to extract the hidden data in web log (usage data). The subtasks of web mining are 

shown in figure 3: 

 

Figure 3: Subtasks of web mining [7] 

V.     WEB MINING CATEGORIES 

Web Mining is categorized into three types: web content mining, web structure mining and web usage mining as shown in 

figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Categories of Web Mining [7,9] 

A. Web Content Mining   

It is the process to retrieve information from web into structured form and index the information, and extract it quickly. Its 

main focus is on the structure on the inner document and it consists of text, images, audio, video or structured records 

such as tables and lists [6]. 
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B. Web Structure Mining 

It is a process to model the linking structure of web pages. Its main motive is to generate structured summary of web 

pages and websites [6]. This is carried out at the hyperlink level (inter-page) and at document level (intra-page). This type 

of mining is useful for retrieving information [4]. 

 

Figure 5: Web graph structure [8] 

   Web structure mining consists of three categories [9]: 

 Link Structure: It include link based cluster analysis, link based classification, link type and link strength. 

 Internal Structure Mining: It provides the information about ranking of pages, and to enhance the search results by 

discovering the model underlying the link structure. It is also helpful to analyze the relationship between different 

websites. 

 URL Mining: In this category, hyperlink is used to connect a web page to different locations, either within same or 

different web page. 

C. Web Usage Mining:  

This type of mining is used to discover useful information and navigation patterns from the web present in server logs, 

agent logs, referrers log, client-side cookies, Meta data and user profile. It introduces privacy concern [8]. 

 

Figure 6: Web usage mining process [8] 

When the user interacts with web, it is used to predict user behavior [7]. It consists of three phases:  

 Preprocessing: Proxy server and server is the first way used to retrieve raw data from the web and process it, and it 

makes automatic transformation of original raw data [9]. 

 Pattern Discovery: After discovering the knowledge from preprocessing, techniques are implemented to discover the 

knowledge such as machine learning, data mining procedures and other related procedures [9]. 

 Pattern Analysis:  After the stage of pattern discovery, pattern analysis work is to check the pattern on the web and 

its implementation to extract the knowledge from the web [9].  
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Table II: Categories of Web Mining [6, 9] 

Web Mining Categories 

Specification Web Content Mining Web Structure Mining Web Usage Mining 

View of data Structured  

Semi-structured 

Unstructured  

Structure linkage Interactive data 

Type of data used Primary  Primary Secondary 

Main data Text document 

Hypertext document 

Link structure Browser logs 

Server logs 

Representation  Concepts or ontology 

Relational  

Edge labeled graph 

n-grams 

Terms, Phrases 

Graph Relational table 

Graph  

Method  Machine learning 

Association rules 

Proprietary algorithm 

Statistical method 

Proprietary algorithm Machine learning 

Statistical method 

Tasks  It tells about the discovery 

of useful information from 

web documents/contents 

It discover the model 

underlying web’s link 

structure 

Its work is to make sense 

of the data generated by 

web surfer’s behavior 

Scope  The scope of data is local in 

DB and is global in IR. 

Global Global  

Goal  It mainly targets to discover 

knowledge 

To generate structural 

summary about the web 

page and web site [10] 

To analyze the behavioral 

pattern and users profile 

while interacting with web 

sites 

Application areas Clustering  

Categorization  

Finding extraction rules and 

patterns 

User modeling 

Finding frequent sub-

schemas 

Clustering 

Categorization 

User modeling 

Site construction 

Marketing  

Adaptation and 

Management 

Challenges  Data/Information extraction 

Opinion extraction from 

online sources 

Segmenting web pages and 

noise detection [10] 

Not all pages have relevant 

meta information 

Entire text of predecessor 

page is not relevant 

Preprocessing challenges 

about the users i.e. who 

will be user, how long it 

stay, where will it go and 

user view? 

 

VI.     COMPARISON OF WEB MINING AND DATA MINING 

Data Mining (also called data or knowledge discovery) is the process to find hidden information or patterns in databases 

[11], and summarizing it into useful information. It is also the process to find co-relations among large number of fields in 

huge relational databases [17], whereas Web Mining is a technique that is used to retrieve the documents from the web. 

Data Mining includes the five major steps: extract, store and manage data, provide data access, analyze the data and 

present it in a useful form, like in the form of table or graph [17]. 
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Table III: Comparison of Web Mining and Data Mining [19]

Web Mining VS Data Mining 

Comparison  Web Mining Data Mining 

Definition  Process used to extract information 

from web documents. 

Process used to extract hidden 

information from the database. 

Scale  It contains 10 million jobs in server 

database, and therefore search 

processing is not big. 

It contains 1 million jobs in database 

and search processing is large. 

Structure  The information is obtained from 

structured, semi-structured and 

unstructured web forms. It gets the 

information from wide database. 

It obtains the information from 

explicit structure. It is not able to get 

all the information from wide 

database as compared to web 

mining. 

Access  Data is accessed publicly. In this, 

data is not hidden in web database 

and only permission is required to 

access the data from web log master. 

Data is accessed privately and only 

authorized user can access the data. 

Data  It works upon on-line data. It works upon off-line data. 

Data Storage Data is stored in server logs and web 

server database. 

Data is stored in data warehouses. 

Application Areas E-learning, Digital Libraries, E-

Government, Electronic Commerce, 

E-Politics, E-Democracy, Security & 

Crime Investigation, Electronic 

Business [13]. 

Banking, marketing, manufacturing 

& production, health-care, 

insurance, law, airlines, computer 

hardware & software, government & 

defence, etc [12]. 

Disadvantages  url’s can be tracked to access the 

data, multiplicity of events and url’s, 

large amount of data remain unused 

Privacy issues, security issues, 

misuse of information/ inaccurate 

information [12]. 

Challenges  Complexity of web pages, web is too 

huge, relevancy of information, web 

is dynamic information source, 

diversity of user communicates, etc 

[14]. 

Network settings, data quality, 

privacy preservation, scalability, 

complex and heterogeneous data, etc 

[12]. 

Techniques  Web Content Mining, Graph Based 

Web Mining, Utilization in Web 

Mining, Text Mining and many 

others [15]. 

Artificial Neural Network, Decision 

Trees, Rule Induction, Nearest 

Neighbor Method and many others 

[16]. 

VII.     CONCLUSION 

The need to access and manage data on the web is increasing day by day. Web mining enhances user's ability to access 

information from www and finds its applications in various fields like Clustering, Categorization, in extraction rules and 

patterns and many others. In the comparison of web mining with data mining, it is concluded that web mining is used to 

retrieve online data, and data mining retrieves offline data. Data is stored in server database in web mining and it can 

handle multiple transactions at the same time. Data can be discovered and extracted from multiple locations of the world 

by sitting at one location and is able to provide desired information at the time of requirement.  
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